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SEPTEMBER 1990
NEWS
Pre-tax profits at the Kingspan Veha
Group for the six-month period to 30
June of this year showed an
increase of 36.6% at £1. 7 million
when compared with the same
period for 1989, according to a
recently-published interim state-
ment.
Kingspan Veha
- Profits Up
Total' 1989 1989
Oil Fired 13% 4%
Oil & Solid Fuel 25% 11%
Solid Fuei 52% 45%
Gas 3% 29%
Gas/Solid Fuel 3%
Electricity 7%
None 7% 1%
As can: a1so be seen from both tables,
there are no new housing estates
being built in Dublin without central
heating while the percentage for the
remainder of the country is
negligable at 1%.
SERVICES
Undoubtedly, there has been a
marked increase in the market share
of gas central heating and, to a
somewhat lesser extent, in the
installation of electric central heating
systems.
Dublin 1980 1989
Oil Fired 9% 1%
Oil & Solid Fuel 29% 11%
Solid Fuel 58% 26%
Gas 48%
Gas/Solid Fue 2%
Electricity 1% 12%
None 3%
The accompanying tables for Dublin
and the entire country clearly
illustrate the changes which have
taken place over the last decade and
the respective percentage market
share held by the various fuel types
in newly-completed housing estates
throughout that period.
BSNews
IRISH BUILDING
CENTRAL HEATING - FUEL TYPE TRENDS
Surprisingly, the market share of
solid fuel systems continued to
increase right up to 1987. However,
since then it has shown a dramatic
decrease.
GAS SURGING AHEAD
The market share of oil-fIred systems
in new housing estates also showed a
significant decline over the decade, a
trend which - given the present Gulf
crisis - is likely to continue.
here have been major
changes in the central
heating systems in-
~lled in new housing
estates during the 1980s,
according to the latest
issue of Housing Market
Monitor, a publication
produced jointly by the
IHBA, CIF and the
NHBGS.
• P J Doyle Merrwrial Trophy - Doreen Doyle presentiTlf} the P J Doyle Memorial Trophy
to Michael Buckely, Chairman. CIBSE, on behalf oJ H A O'Neill Ltd, whose Chief
Executive Eric Kinsella. is on the left· The perpetual trophy will be presented each year
to the oue~allwinner of the annual CIBSE Golf Outing.
This was on a turnover of £23.6
million, up 31 % on the same
comparative trading period for last
year.
There are three main trading
actiVities within the Kingspan Veha
Group - Building Components
Division; Thermal Insulation
DIvision; and Heating Products
Division. .
There was increased trading aGtivity
in each of these Divisions, the level
of increase in the latter being
particularly Significant.
There are two companies -
Kingspan GSP and Kingspan Veha -
in the Heating Products DIvision.
Between them they have experienced
significant sales increases over 1989.
Indeed, the sales of radiators for the
fIrst six months of 1990 are already
well ahead of the total for the full
trading period over 1989.
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CONTROLS AND INDICATORS FOR YOUR EVERY NEED
Dwyer Manometers, Magnehelic Gauges,
Pressure, Level, Flow Switches and Meters
Available from .••..,.0 "#.. M'AN'lWPHERAf 4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12.
rH "'. j Tel: 01-522355/522229. Telex: 93388. Fax: 516919.
~ ~ LIMITED 10 Knockbracken Park, Belfast BT60HL
o.,,,,,,c co. THE CONTROL CENTR£S Tel: 0232·491966. Telex:· 93388. Fax: 0232-491275 2
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• Incorporating Irish Heating &
Ventilating News.
READERSHIP
DATA
Irish Buidling Services News (formerly
Irish H&V News) is Ireland's only Building
Services magazine providing coverage of
the heating. ventilating. air conditiOning.
refrigeration. sanitaryware. plumbing.
. tenance and environmental
il tries. It is the only publication
catering exclusively for these industries
and its circulation includes members. of
the following:
The Institute of Consulting Engineers:
The Chartered Institution of Building
Services Engineers; The Institute of
Domestic Heating Engineers; The Energy
Managers' Association; The Institute of
Energy; The Institute of Plumbing; The
Energy Conservation & District Heating
Association; The Mechanical Engineering
& Building Services Contracting
Association; The Irish Builders' Providers
Association; The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland; Small
Housebuiders' Association; Maintenance
Managers' Association.
In addition. Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building
services contractors and key executives in
industry. Government. Semi-State and
local authority bodies. Essentially, our
circulation is virtually saturation coverage
of all those with an interest and/or
involvement in the industry.
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IRISH DOMESTIC HEATING
- The Facts-
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Dun Laoghaire of Shannon
NEWSDESK
Operating An Effective Credit Control Policy
FACE TO FACE
Roy Tolan of Consolidated Pumps
ASHRAE
BSNews reports from Atlanta
MEETA
Not just another association.
• SeePage 19
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Irish Domestic
Heating
The Facts
the market, including the
following brands.
Radiators - There were some
300 thousand radiators and
heat emitters sold in Ireland in
1988, steel panel radiators
accounting for the majority of
these units. In 1988 there were
three Irish manufacturers of
radiators - Barlo, Dianorm and
Runtalrad. Imports are also
significant, particularly CHS
(Sahara), Hevac (Myson) and
Myson.
REPORT CONTENTS:
market data from personal
interviews with the main
suppliers and contains 45 tables.
Page
Number
1-25
26-33
34-47
48-53
54-69
70-73
6 pages
Boilers
Burners
Radiators
Pumps
Space Heaters
Other Products
Appendices
Product
The 11-volume domestic
heating report, of which Ireland
is just one volume, costs
IR£2,080.
In the Appendices, the address
of the main manufacturers,
importers and distributors are
supplied with a contact name.
Buderus
Glow-worm
Ferroli
Stelrad
Potterton
Baxi, Vaillant
Myson, Sime
Brand
(if different)
C&F
Clyde
Davies
Heatequip
Heatmerchants
Hevac
Myson
Quadrant
Importer
Nineteen ninety two brings
special opportunities and threats
which all building services
companies should know about.
What is needed is a detailed
study giving both national
market information as well as an
overall view of the "single
market" at a reasonable price,
to include information on:
- identity of the main
suppliers;
- the structure of overseas
markets;
NRG Management
Consultancy's 73-page report
on the Irish domestic heating
market has recently been
released. This report is one of
the first to be released as part of
the European Building Service's
study, being project managed
by The Building Services
Research and Information
Association.
- best methods of entering
each market.
The EBS study is such a project.
According to the Report, in
1988 there were three
companies manufacturing
boilers in Ireland - Grant,
O'Donovan and Waterford.
Imports account for the rest of
Space Heaters - The space
heater market is important in
Ireland, with electric units
dominating sales. Irish
manufacturers Dimplex and
Redbro, and importers including
Beaumark (Berry Magicoal), EDI
(Creda) and Unidare, account
for the majority of the electric
space heater market.
The report is packed with hard
Headings for major product
sectors are - Summary; Market
Size Structure and
Segmentation; Major
Companies; Historical Trend and
Future Forecast; Inter EC and
Overseas Trade; Distribution;
Pricing, Discounts and Margins;
End User Sectors and
Application; Specification;
Barriers to Entry; and
2 - BUILDING SERVICES NEWS, SEPTEMBER 1990
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The study has the backing of
200 supplier clients, 10 of
whom are based in Ireland or
have a significant
manufacturing base.
Space Heaters (7.7)
Pumps (1.3)
Recommendations on Market
Entry.
The other product group
reports being compiled are-
Commercial Heating; Plumbing;
Air Conditioning; and
Ventilation.
COST OF REPORTS
No. of Cost
Product IR£ Example
Groups
Ordered
1 2080 Domestic
Heating
2 2400 Domestic
Heating
and
Plumbing
6 3744 All
Boilers (10.4)
The Building Services Research
and Information Association is
an independent member-based
association for both technical
and market research
information, and advice for the
building services industry.
Founded in 1955 with over 700
members and 90 staff, it
occupies some 2300 sq ft of
well-equipped laboratories and
offices in Berkshire, England.
NRG Management Consultancy
is an independent marketing
and engineering consultancy
based in London, offering
marketing services to the
energy, engineering and
construction sectors. Its
consultants specialise in
providing marketing
consultancy where technical
knowledge of the product is
important in understanding the
marketing process.
The complete European study
will consist of 84 reports and is
being undertaken by 11
specially-selected partners and
associates in each of the EC
countries.
The Irish domestic heating
market was estimated to be
worth £IR32 million in 1988 as
shown in the pie chart.
BOILERS
According to NRG Management
Consultancy the most
significant part of the domestic
heating market in Ireland is
boilers with a 1988 value of £10
million or 45 thousand units.
In terms of units, similar
quantities of gas boilers (13.5
thousand), boilers without
burners (12.5 thousand) and
solid fuel boilers (12 thousand)
were sold in 1988.
But, as the bulk of the boilers
without burners are sold for oil
burning applications, oil boilers
are the most popular; 6.5
thousand sold as oil boilers, plus
the majority of the 12.5
thousand sold as boilers without
burners.
The use of gas boilers in Ireland
is not restricted to areas
supplied by natural gas as sales
of gas boilers includes those
using liquified petroleum gas
(LPG).
All enquiries should be addressed
to NRG Management
Consultancy, 3 Wansdown Place,
London, SW6 10N.
TEL: 03 071 386 9643;
FAX: 03 071 3865343.
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CAPTAIN'S PRIZE
DUN LAOGHAIRE
BTU Results
SHANNON WEEKEND
SPONSORED BY ABB
Winner - John Lavelle (H12) with 45pts.
Class 1:
Winner - Pat Dunphy (H12) with 39pts;
Second - John Usher (H12) with 38pts;
Third - Michael Curley (H12) with 36pts.
Class 11:
Winner - John White (H16) with 42 pts;
Second - Garvan Evans (H16) with 42pts;
Third - Sean English (H14) with 41pts.
Class Ill:
Winner - Tom Scott (H19) with 43pts;
Second - Kevin Shanahan (H20-I) with 37pts;
Third - Dennis Brown (H 17) with 37 pts.
Front Nine:
First - Sean Morgan with 24 pts; Second - Liam Mongey
with 21 pts.
Back Nine:
First - Tony Delaney with 22 pts; Second - Des Prendergast
with 21 pts.
First - Michael MoITissey (H6) with 37pts;
Second - Geny Phelan (H16) with 34pts;
Third - Aubrey Moriarty (H7) with 34pts;
Fourth - John Lavelle (H11) with 33pts;
Fifth - Brendan Keaveney (H14) with 31pts.
Front Nine:
Geny Baker with 18pts.
Back Nine:
Sean Smith with 16pts.
Ladies:
First - Marie Lavelle;
Second - Lilian Baker;
Third - Rita Somers.
Sunday Scramble:
Winning Team - Mrs Gwen Ennis & Co. Frank Somers,
Michael MoITissey and Peggy Smith were led to a deserved
victory by Team Captain Gwen Ennis.
• lShannon - Ladies winner Mane Lavelle receiving her prize
from Michael Murphy of ABB, the Sponsors. Also in the picture
is BTU Captain Sean Smith.
4 - BUILDING SERVICES NEWS, SEPTEMBER 1990
• Shannon - Phylis Murphy in attendance as Michael Murphy
of ABB presents Michae1 Morrissey with his prize as winner on
the day. Sean Smith is on the right.
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ASEA BROWN BOVERI
Environmental Control Division
ASEA Brown Boveri Ltd.
Whitestown Industrial Estate, Tallaght, Dublin 24.
Tel: 522622. Telex: 93681. Telefax: 522985.
-
ll
The new generation of heating controls
SIGMAGYR® RYL55
The heating energy management centre
",ith exclusive operating concept
Actuators and valves
e range with the electronic flo'" characteristic
- for all applications
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GRUNDFOS SALZBURG EXPERIE CE
host, Denis Walshe. They
are (seated):- P J Dore of P
J Dore, Ballyshonick, Co
Limerick; Seamus 0'
Sullivan, AquariUS Pumps,
Co Waterford; Maurice
Dore, H R Holfeld, Dublin;
Denis Walshe; and Chris
Maher, Submersible Pump
Services, Co Meath.
Standing are:- Gordon
worked with most of the leading architects,
consulting engineers and building services
contractors in the country.
Copies of the report are available
from the BSRIA.
The assessment of overall
annual costs now shows that, up
to a cooling load capacity of
1200kW, the packaged air cooled
chtller option is cheaper than a
cooling tower or dry cooler
system with separate chillers.
The cooling tower system,
however, requires at least roof
space
In this updated report, the case
study capital and running costs
have been updated to late 1989
prices and new maintenance
requirements have been
included.
Maintenance - or rather the lack
of it - has been cited as one of
the major causes of legionnaires'
disease. Consequently, a new
brochure from BSRIA - based on
a specific case study - gives an
up-to-date report on on the costs
of maintaining three accepted
types of condenser systems.
In addition to the normal heating, ventilating, air
conditioning and plumbing work, the company
has built a strong maintenance/facilities
management dlvision and
has, in more recent years, diversified into
property development.
Barry, Grundfos Ireland;
Simon Cantwell, Cantwell
Electrical, Co Tipperary;
Larry O'Neill,
Heatmerchants; Brendan
Dunne, Dunnes Water
Services, Co Louth; Paddy
Butler, Clonroche, Co
Waterford; and Eamon
Cullinane, E Cullinane &
Co Cork.
• Oliver Reddy Md Calm O'Neil
Colm O'Neill, whom he has now joined, founded
his own company - Colm O'Neill Engineering
Services Lld -In 1974, having spent 12 years
with FKM Lld and Brightslde Engineering. Since
then the company has been involved in the full
range of mechanical/building services and has
industry in general as Hon Secretary of the
Chartered Institution of Building Services
Engineers.
Over the last couple of years he has made a
considerable input into the building services
In Atlanta, Georgia, in February of this year he
presented a paper to an ASHRAE meeting which
examined how clients can achieve value-for-
money buildings.
He has written a number of papers on cost
planning and control in relation to building
services. two of which were accepted for
presentation at International conferences.
Oliver worked with McCann Ltd, the heating and
ventilating contractors, before joining VMRA in
1964 with whom he remained - becoming an
associate in 1973 - before making his recent
move. Some of the major projects he has been
involved with over the years include the Irish
Sugar Company, AIB Bankcentre, Cork, and
Beamont, St Jame's and Tallaght hospitals.
He will be involved in all aspects of the business
but intends Initially to concentrate on marketing,
estimating, cost control and quallty assurance.
Having worked with VMRA since 1964, Ollver
Reddy has now resigned from the company to
take up a position as director and shareholder in
Colm O'Neill Engineering Services Lld.
OLIVER REDDY
JOINS O'NEILL
As part of its continuing
series of trips abroad for
its major customers and
stockists, Grundfos Ireland
Ltd recently hosted a a
party of 11 on a 4-day
journey which took in a
fleight to Munich and travel
by road to Salzburg where
the party spent a relaxing
few days before returning
home via the same route.
It was essentially a social
occasion, the idea being
that participants should
enjoy the splendours of
Salzburg and take in its
many famous landmarks.
These include Mozart's
birthplace, now the Mozart
Museum; the Mirabell
Garden, Hellbrunn Palace
and a walk through the
"old" and "new" Salzburg.
The trip was intentionally
held from a Friday to
Monday, taking in the
weekend to avoid
disrupting the working
week of participants, who
are pictured with their
6 - BUILDING SERVlCES NEWS, SEPTEMBER 1990 8
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PERFORMANCE AWARD
FOR HEATING DISTRIBUTORS
DRILL & TAP
FOR WATER
Forty 2-man teams have entered
the drilling and tapping competition
which will be held during the
National Water Exhibition at the
NEC in Birmingham over 6 to 8
November next.
The show has attracted 270
exhibitors and as such is nearly
twice the size of last year's event.
The teams in the drill and tap
competition play-off against the
clock for a first prize of £150 and a
complete drilling and tapping
~_·e.__
BARLO PAYS
THE PENALTY
Not surprisingly, the Barlo Group
plc preliminary results for the year
ended 1 March, 1990 as announced
in August show a total loss for the
period of £3.7 million. This is made
up of an operating loss of £1.88
million with the remainder being
accounted for by interest charges
and exceptional and extraordinary
items.
Principal contributory factors to the
poor performance were the
industrial dispute at the Clonrnel
plant; production start-up
difficulties at the Leigh plant in the
e resignation of senior
el - namely Managing
Director Don McKenna and
Financial Director Michael Hickey;
and the price reductions in the UK
which accounts for approximately
90% of Barlo Group turnover.
Faced with the consequences of
such a poor trading period, the
company has since undertaken a
strategic review of the entire
operation resulting in the following
developments: -
- Agreement (subject to
shareholders' approval) to dJspose of
the boiler manufacturing plant;
- A "signJficant" price increase
since March Qf this year which is
said to have already contributed to
improving the company's
performance;
- A reduction in the cost base of
the heating products by way of a
rationalJsation of the Group's
distribution system and the
MITSUBISHI
EXTENDS
RANGE
Mitsubishi has announced
plans for the introduction
shortly of two newly-developed
models In its refrigerated aJr
conditioning product range.
One is the MSHX System. a
wall-mounted aJr conditioner
wJth two indoor and one
outdoor unJts and the MEH
which is a ceilJng-concealed
unJt avaJIable In three sizes -
2.5, 3.5 and 5kW capaCities.
re-opening of the Clonrnel plant
with a reduced cost structure;
- A rights issue and subscription to
raise £4.8 million;
- The appointment of a new Group
Managing Director - Dr Tony
MuIlins.
Dr MuIlins took up his appointment
this month having previously beeen
Executive Director of Development
Capital Corporation and Managing
Director of DCC Ventures in the UK
since February 1989.
He is reportedtly injecting £750,000
at 20p a share. He also has options
over 500.000 shares at 20p each,
warrants over 1.5 million shares at
40p each up to 1984 providing the
earnings per share equal or exceed
4p in anyone year, and warrants
over 1.5 million shares at 85p per
share uJ} to July 1987.
When Barlo received its full listing
in 1988 the shares were placed at
85p. At the time of going to press
they were trading at 20p.
• Or Tony Mullins, Group Managing
Director. Barlo Group plc.
Other recent developments from
Mitsubishi include aesthetic
improvements to the shape of
the PCH ceilJng suspended unit
range which now comes
complete wJth a new K-type
remote controller and chargless
refrigerant system.
The remainder of the Mr Slim
range will be similarly upgraded
In due course.
MJtsubishi's Air CondJtioning
Manager, Mike Sheehan. told
BSNews that the recently-
introduced PEHS 8 and 10 heat
pump systems, which have
22kW and 28kW capacities
respectively, are nowavaJIable
ex-stock.
FUJITSU AT AIB
Allied Irish Bank in Dublin is
currently conducting a phased
refurbishment of Its air
conditioning system. To date, 17
Fujitsu General air condJtioning
cassetes have been installed by
Reconair, having been supplied to
them by distributor Isobar Coiling
Equlpment [Ir\) Ltd.
Four cassettes have been installed
in the Bank's Visa Centre and a
further 13 in the Computer Centre.
The split systems, with reverse heat
pump, provide heating and cooling,
allowing rooms to be qulckly
brought up to a pre-set
temperature when the heating
mode Is on. The units are 25cm
deep and have been designed to fit
almost flush to the ceiling with a
4cm visible grille.
The remainder of the refurbishment
programme should be completed by
the year end with addJtional Fujitsu
cassettes being used to complerte
the job.
Heating Distributors Ltd have won
this year's "Top Wonderfire
Distributor" award.
At a ceremony in London recently,
Shay KJernan received an engraved
silver platter to mark the occasion.
Heating Distributors won the award
against stiff international
competition from Holland, Northern
Ireland, Scotland and AustralJa.
They achieved the highest points
score on a system based on
Appointment
• Eugene Gibney has been
appointed ChiefExecutive of
Consolidated Holdings Lld
andofCDL
ROSS AIR
MOVES
As his business expanded over the
last 12 months. Gerry Ross found
that his space requirements
underwent a similar growth pattern.
Consequently, he spent quite a
number of months seeking new,
more sultable premises, the result
of which is his recent move to
Dublin's Northside.
Ross Air CondJtioning Ltd is now
operating from Unit 4, Santry Hall,
Santry, Dublin 9. Tel: 01 - 425522;
Fax: 01 - 425979.
purchase turnover, new account
achievements and payment record.
Heating Distributors operates its
own fully-fitted showroom in
Dublin's Richmond Road while the
company also supplies six of
Dublin's seven independent Dublin
Gas ·Warm Home Centres"; Bord
Gals showrooms in Dublin and
Cork; independent fireplace
retallers and contractors; and
Calor Kosangas.
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CIBSE 1990
COMMITTEE
GRUNDFOS MIAMI CRUISEIHBA
CHAIRMAN
Paul O'Regan of Grundfos Ireland
Ltd is pictured above with General
Manager, Denis Walshe. who is
presenting Paul with his tickets for
the Grundfos World Forum For Sales
Achievement which this year
comprises llights to Miami and a 10-
day cruise on the MS Seaward. The
Forum is run annually by Grundfos
Group and is open to all employees
throughout the world, criteria for
qualification resting principally on -
sales achievement and general
contribution to the well-being of the
• Bock Row (L to R - Barry Leech. George O'Neill; Middle -
Herbie Taylor; Joe Hogan. Hugh Munro, Don O'Malley; Ken
Beattie; Vinnie Wall; Front - Michael Moloney; Larry Kane;
Michael Buckley; John Purcell; Jim Curley
8 - BUILDING SERVICES NEWS, SEPTEMBER 1990
company. The measure of Paul
O'Regan's - and Grundfos Ireland's
- contribution to Grundfos Group
worldwide can be guaged from the
fact that Paul is one of a select few
- there being 25 in all - who will
participate in this year's Forum.
He and his partner will fly via
London to Miami and join the MS
Seaward - a luxurious cruise liner
- for a lO-day trip taking in such
exotic ports of call as Ocho Rlos,
Playa del Carmen, Cozumel, and Out
Island.
Michael Buckley
John Purcell
Larry Kane
Vincent Wall
Joe Hogan
Ken Beattie
Michael Moloney
George O'Neill
Paddy Clonan
HughMunro
Jim Curley
Eamon McGrattan
Herbert Taylor
Barry Leach
Don O'Malley
EUROPEAN
LEGISLATION
UPDATE
A major report on legislation and
standards for the building services
industry in the single European
market has just been published by
BSRlA.
The 130-page document is the
result of in-depth interviews with
members of key technical
committees in the various
countries, and contacts with high-
level sources in industry and
government.
The report makes clear exactly
what is happening on the standards
scene in the EC at the moment and
gives a detailed review of the
current status of the various
committees, cross-referenced to
approximately 300 building services
products.
Copies are available from the
BSRlA.
Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Hon. Sec.
Hon. Treas.
Meeting Convenor
Education
Publicity
Lighting
CPD
Energy
Programme Co-Ordinator
Social
Lighting
Regional Officer Cork
Regional Officer Limerick
•
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WOMAN 4T THE TOP • Paula Armstrong hasJOWldgetting to the top easier than
most women. She'sjust
completed a saJety training
course run by Elevation -
Ireland's largest supplier oJ
raised access equipment.
Paula is thefirstJemale to
have completed the course
and she is seen here about to
put the theory into practice on
a telescopic boom while
RrJftnie West and Seamus
Doonan oJElevation and
David Vemon, course tutor;
look on.
GENT
APPOINTS
APEX
Apex Fire has been appointed
exclusive agent in the
Republic of Ireland
for all fire detection and
alarm systems
manufactured by Gent Ltd.
Gent's analogue
addressable System 3400
fIre detection and alarm
system is already available
in Ireland, its
microprocessor-controlled
technology ensuring far
greater speed in detection
and a reduction in false
alarms.
The recent introduction of
graphic displays simplilles
the identifIcation of the
location of a fIre and
lessens the accelleration of
its spread.
A new, even more advanced
unit - the Gent System
2400 - will be introduced
by Apex within a few
months.
TSURMI SUBMERSIBLE AERATOR
• Higher oxygen dissolution efficiency
• Most powerful stirring and mixing ability for
convectional circulation.
• Outlasting durable machine with a compact shape.
Bornemann [ ~tnI
~ to
...
.-
<p Consolidated Pumps Limited
Knockmeenagh Road, Newlands Cross, Clondalkin, Dublin 22, Tel:(Ol) 593471/591092. Fax (01) 591093
BORNEMAN ECCENTRIC HELICAL ROTOR PUMPS
-handle every kind of liquid. Their field is extensive and !he type and consistency of
the media does not matter. They handle abrasive, neutral or aggressive liquids, the
viscosity and consistency of which may be just fluid. Media with fibrous content or
containing very high proportions of solids, as well as gaseous, aerated and foaming
compounds are also pumped safely.
TSURMI SCREEN IN STAINLFSS STEEL
The KMA is a coarse screen and is applicable to the treatment
of bigger flow capacity. Excellent durability by due to dry chain
mechanism. This screen is suitable for pre-treatment for fme
screen.
• Durability is three times that of chain type.
•Direct and simple installation into aU-shape water way.
• Easy Maintenance and low running cosL
• Powered by drip proof geared motor.
CONSOLIDATED PUNlPS LINlITED
,9-~
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The hottest prope
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE FREE GOLD SHIELD ADVIse
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rty on the lTIarket
Whatever the merits of a building, whatever its size, shape
or design, one' particular feature can make it much more
attractive, commercially speaking. That's the Gold Shield Award
from ESB.
The Gold Shield Award is ESB's quality symbol for a well
designed, energy-efficient, all-electric commercial building.
Because Gold Shield buildings incorporate a high level of
thermal insulation, clean controllable electric heating systems
and the maximum use of Nightsaver electricity, they automatically
mean better conditions and lower overheads for the potential
user. And therefore a much more attractive selling proposition.
Which probably explains why the Gold Shield Award is such a
highly valued piece of property.
)RY SERVICE ON FREEFONE 1-800 356 356 e HEATrellrea~O(
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FACE TO FACE e FACE TO FACE e FACE TO FACE
CONSOLIDATING ITSThe relatively recent appointment ofConsolidated Pumps Ltd as distributors
throughout Ireland for the Interdab
pump range marked a milestone in the
company's history in that it completed
its product portfolio to allow it provide
the "total pump package" to all
industry sectors.
Since Roy Tolan
established the company
back in 1972,
Consolidated Pumps Ltd
has gained a justifiable
reputation as a premier
pump supplier,
principally to the
specialist process and
heavy industry sectors.
It has done so by a
combination of quality
products, and excellent
support and after-sales,
all of which is provided
at competitive prices.
This business strategy is
one thing in the
specialist process sectors
but, to successfully
apply it to the more
general
industrial/commercial
sectors - and the
domestic scenario in
particular - is another
matter altogether.
Nonetheless, since
entering the latter area
• Brian Gross (in light suit), MD oJ Interdab Pumps Ltd. with some
oJ this disbtributors awaiting theirflight to Venice. Roy Tolan, MD
Consolidated Pumps, is standing second in on left, .front row.
14-- BUILDING SERVICES NEWS. SEPTEMBER 1990
with Interdab,
Consolidated Pumps has
done just that.
"We're certainly not the
cheapest pump supplier
in the country", remarks
Roy, "but the value-for-
money total capability
Consolidate Pumps
offers all industry
sectors is unrivalled.
Even in the domestic
sector - where the
prevailing price structure
dominating the
marketplace totally
belies the value of the
product - we are intent
on maintaining sensible
margins".
Roy Tolan runs a very
disciplined operation
which has seen
remarkable growth over
the last 18 years. He is
the first to admit that
there have been difficult
times - especially in the
years between 1982 and
1986 - but, in the main,
business has always
been good for the
company.
He attributes much of
his success to the
management approach
adopted when he first set
up the company. As
with other firms
established in the early
seventies in the middle of
the then energy crisis,
survival-let alone
growth - depended on
well-thought out
company structures and
business practices.
This approach has
served the company well
over the years, but
perhaps was most
beneficial in the
recessionary period in
the early to mid 1980's.
As the business grew, so
too did the space
requirement. Over the
years Consolidated
Pumps moved a couple
of time before settling in
to its present home - at
Knockmeenagh Road,
Newlands Cross,
Clondalkin, Dublin 22 -
in 1972.
These premises now
house the company's
entire operation,
including 13 employees
and its own
manufactUring facility
for the construction of
booster sets and
condenser sets.
Offices, stores and
warehousing are all
located within the 7,000
sq ft complex with the
entire business fully-
computerised by way of
an IBM 36 System, a
networked VDU terminal
on virtually all
employees' desks which
links all functions to the
main system.
RIght from the outset
Roy Tolan set out to
identify specialist niche
pumping requirements
within targeted
industries and thereafter
servicing that need more
efficiently and more cost-
effectively than anyone
else. The market position
Consolidated Pumps now
enjoys in the chemical,
16
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• Interdab domestic circulators.
PUMP POSITION
The result was the link-
up with Interdab. Interdab offers a vast
range varying from
The two company's had domestic circulators
previously dealt with 0r:e ~ght up to the largest
Tsururni Pumps -
Drainage, sewage and
screens for effluent;
Distribution throughout
the country is via a
network of appointed
stockists. To date there
are 18 in the network,
each one strategically
located to ensure ex-
stock availability in every
corner of the country.
ESB and MF Kent;
Three specialist units at
Trinity College; the
effluent and sewage at
Beaumont Hospital;
Surface water and
sewage at the new office
block in Trinity College;
and many more.
Frederick Stamp - AlI-
stainless steel pumps.
Typical installations
include facilities at the
new section of the
Guinness Brewery.
Borneman - Specialist
pumps for heavy viscous
fluids;
There is also a fullback-
up and after-sales
facility located at the
Dublin headquarters to
which queries and
service problems can be
made directly. There is
even a special fax line
devoted exclusively to
that need. Three fully
mobile engineers in
specially-fitted out
vehicles complete the
package.
There are also two sales
engineers on the road.
They are John Howick in
Cork and Michael
O'Connell in Galway.
Recent introductions
include the Interdab KV
muIti-impeller electric
pumps. Large, vertical
multi-stage pumps have
been integral to
Interdab's success to
date so the introduction
of the smaller KV pumps
was a natural step to
take.
However, as indicated
earlier, Interdab is but a
part of the Consolidated
Pumps portfolio. The
other principals
represented by the
company in Ireland are
as follows:-
While Roy is the
principal of the
company, "Mr Interdab"
for want of a better
description is Michael
Hunt. On a day-to-day
basis, Michael handles
all queries and requests
relating to Interdab.
Ingersoll Rand -
Capability is as diverse
as one could ask.
Examples of projects
involved in include
Nigerian Power With the
However, they have not
superseded the larger
pumps which are still
available.
requirement in-line
circulator.
The KV3, KV6 and KVI0
can provide up to 18-bar
of pressure and up to
240 litres per minute
flow. They are available
in single and 3-phase
and can handle water
from -15C up to 1l0C up
to 3hp.
Interdab are based just
outside Venice and have
three separate
manufacturing plants
producing motors,
pumps and booster sets.
It is a well-established
quality brand, vast
amounts being allocated
each year to research
and design to ensure
that that position is
maintained.
terdab electric centrifugal pumps. single impeller K.
another in the seventies
so it was more a renewal
of acquaintances than
the establishment of a
totally new business
association.
c amery ami processing
industries bears
testimony to the wisdom
of that philosophy.
However, with 1992 and
all that that will entail
lOOming, Roy embarked
on a mission to broaden
the company's base
while still remaining
Within the same general
business sector. An
obvious move was to
develop into the less
specialised
commercial/industrial
ket and the domestic
1>" tor.
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• MITSUBISHI~ELECTRIC
In addition to advanced features, MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC'S
Policy of producing "COMPLETE" systems with all components
such as ELECTRIC HEATERS, HEAD PRESSURE CONTROLS,
CRANKCASE HEATERS and a full range of SAFETY DEVICES,
(often classed as IIExtrasll on competitive models), factory fitted and tested
ensures GREATER RELIABILITY and an Air Conditioning Package
that is Real Value for Money.
FOR FULL INFORMATION ON PRICES AND STOCK PLEASE CONTACT:-
TEMPAR LIMITED, MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTOR
6 PEMBROKE LANE,
BALLSBRIDGE, DUBLIN 4
TELEPHONE: 683855. FAX: 683086.
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BSNeW5 reporting from Atlanta, USA
ASHRAE NEWS
tool to quantify the air The review began on 15
Refrigeration diffusion performance of August and will be Healthybuilding ventilation concluded on 14 October.
Handbook, systems has been Buildingspublished, along with BSR/ASHRAE Standard Conference1990 revised standards 11 7-1986R. Methods ofestablishing methods of Testing Closed
The 1990 refrigeration
testing for rating Refrigerators, ASHRAE and the
volume in the AHSRAE
refrigerator valves and determines test methods to International Council for
Handbook series has been
bottle and can strorage rate performance factors Building Research Studies
published as a 4-volume coolers. such as energy will co-sponsor "Healthy
gUide for designers. consumption and product Buildings - IAQ '91 - an
installers and operators of "Method of testing For temperature in closed indoor air quality
all types of environmental Room Air Diffusion" refrigerators used in symposium - in
establishes a method of Washington, DC, incontrol eqUipment and
testing air diffusion in supermarkets. restaurants September 1991.
. terns. and other retail outlets.
offices to determine an
"Refrigeration Systems and acceptable thermal The intention is to provide
The following topics will be
Applicartions", last environment based on air covered in the plenary
updated in 1986. contains motion. air tempperatures a reliable means of sessions :-
41 chapters covering and air temperature comparing energy uses of
different types of differences in open and different refrigerator • Planning healthy
refrigeration eqUipment closed office spaces and models. buildings;
and systems, current open and closed perimeter • Designing healthy
deSigns for specific zones. A proposed method of test buildings;
applications. industrial standard covering electric, • Construction
applications and an Essentially, it provides a gas-fired and oil-fired /renovation;introduction to low-
relaible means of combination space-heating • Occupancy;temperature refrigeration. gathering data on how air and water-heating • Productivity and
In includes the following:- is circulated in office appliances for residential economic benefits.
- Updated information on spaces. and commercial buildings
liqUid overfeed systems. is open for a thrid review.
halocarbon refrigerants, "Methods of Testing For
ammonia systems and Capacity Rating of BSR/ASHRAE Standard
secondary systems; Thermostatic Refrigerant 124P, Method ofTestinf
Expansion Valves" For Rating Combination
- Revisions in chapters on establishes a method of Space-Heating and Water-
ash products, dairy testing for capacity rating Heating Appliances" details Thermalroducts, breweries and of refrigerator thermostatic test methods for rating
retail food store expansion valves by OHicerefrigeration; specifYing procedures. appliances with both space
apparatus and and water heating Conditions
- Additional material on capabilities.
truckm rail. air and instrumentation.
marine transport; Also. AHSRAE intends to An ASHRAE-sponsored
reaffirm three existing study has gathered data on
New information on standards"- optimal thermal conditions
refrigeration load in office buildings.
calculations;
Testing & BSR/AHSRAE 18-1987RA.
- Data on stabilisation Methods of Testing for
Researchers used a mobile
measurement cart to
methods of permanently Measurement Rating Drinking Water collect physical data inside
frozen earth. Standards Coolers with Self-Cotained officwe buildings andMechanical Refrigeration questionnaires to monitorSystems; BSR/ASHRAE the subjective responses of
Indoor Air & AHSRAE has commenced a 41.7- 1984RA. Standard60-day public review of Method for Measurement more than 300
Testing standards for testing of Flow of Gas; and
participants.
refrigerators. space and BSR/ASHRAE 93- Overall, the generalStandards water heating appliances. 1986RA. Methods ofdrinking fountains and findings were that people
sloar collectors, and a Testing to Determine the prefer slightly cooler
A new standard providing standard to measure the Thermal Performance of conditions than were
building designers with a flow of gas. Solar Collectors. specified by the standards.
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CIBSE PROGRAMME
1990/1991
All events at Engineers Club Clyde Road, Dublin - unless otherwise specified
1.
2.
3.
Date
18/10/1990
8/11/1990
12/11/1990
Activity
TEcHNICAL EvENING
Combined Heat and Power
Combined presentation by ESB and Bord Gais. Speakers will outline the different
options and the general discussion should be most entertaining.
TEcHNICAL EvENING:
Lighting Evening Uplighting -
Technique or Gimmick
Benny Cheevers ofMentor Engineering has agreed to read a paper on uplighting
techniques and explain the pitfalls. A mustfor the lighters.
TECHNICAL EvENING
- Joint IEI/CIBSE ..
Festival Hall of London Heat Pump ~,
- A gallant failure. WHY?
Robert Jacob is Chairman ofIEI Heritage Group and has agreed to present this
paper on a very early installation which taught a number of important lessons.
4. 15/11/1990
5. 16/11/1990
6. 22/11/1990
7. 6/12/1990
8. 14/12/1990
9. 17/1/1991
TEcHNICAL EvENING
Safe Incineration in the 90's
-Corkvenue
The.first of the Regional Presentations this year. With the greater awareness
evident about the environmental issues concerned, a paper on incineration is
being organised. Venue to be advised with other details.
ANNuAL DINNER
- Lansdowne Rugby Club
Our return to Lansdowne is by popular demand as previous dinners 'proved so
successful there. Guest speaker to be announced.. Don't be disappointed - Book
Early.
AFTERNOON SEMINAR
C.P.D.
Water Treatment
This is the.first time that the branch has organised a series ofcontinued
professional development seminars. (CPD log books will be available during these
seminars) .Water Treatment suggests itself as a topic.
TEcHNICAL EvENING
- Contracts
- The Legal Considerations
The legal, administrative and insurance aspects ofcontracts will be developed in
this paper.
CELEBRITY LUNCH
- Deerpark, Clonskea
Rumour has it that Paddy Clonan is this year's celebrity. You had better come or
you will be mentioned in his After Dinner Speech.
TEcHNICAL EvENING
- Joint CIBSE/Property
Managers - The users' viewpoint
A panel to be agreed with Property Managers. Complete information in due course
by newsletter.
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CIBSE PROGRAMME
-
1990/1991
continued
Date Activity
10. 24/1/1991 AFTERNOON SEMINAR
CPD
- E1ectrics for Building Services
Combined Heat and Power
The second seminar dealing with CPD Issues. It is intended to include the latest
ETCI regulations with installation, power, lighting and distribution aspects.
Energy-saving developments will also be developed.
11. 7/12/1991 TECHNICAL EvENING:
- Tallaght Town Centre
Tallaght Town Centre is something different and most impressive. This event wul
permit the combination ofa presentation and a site visit. The presentation will be
e
made by the design team and will cover all aspects of the building services while
the site visit wulfollow on the Saturday.
12. 9/2/1991 SITE VISIT
- Tallaght Town Centre
As above.
13. 12/2/1991 TEcHNICAL EvENING
Student Awards
- Bolton Street College of Technology
The standard ofpapers submittedfor this annual competition has been steadily
improving. We can expect the normal high standard this year. You should try and
attend this one, you wul not be disappointed.
14. 21/2/1991 TEcHNICAL EvENING
- Thermal Storage
S. Homan
Beresford Place is a multi-million development in a key location in Dublin. It is the
. .first commercial ice storage project in Ireland. Seamus Roman will present a
paper on his most interesting project.
r- 7/3/1991 t;ERNOON SEMINARC.P.D.
Plastic pipes for building services
Thefinal afternoon programme dealing with CPD. Although use ofplastic piping i
is widespread nowadays, no codes or guides are as yet available. This seminar
wul address the development and usage ofplastic pipes.
16. 20/3/1991 TEcHNICAL EvENING
- Limerick
Details and venue to be announced.
17. 21/3/1991 TEcHNICAL JOINT CIBSE/RIAI
- Architect:s view of the Building Services Engineers' role in the Nineties.
These meeting with the architects always generate heated discussion. It is
intended to have a panel of architects (and a contractor) start the ball rolling.
Definitely mark this one in your diary.
18. 14/4/1991 A.G.M. &: LADIES EvENING
It is proposed to hold the AGM in an unusual venue which would encourage a
better attendancefor this event. You wul be kept posted.
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MEETA At Last - An All-Embracing
Energy/Maintenance/Environment
Technology Association
While there have been various associations
representing the energy/environment/technology
management sectors over the years, there has been an
obvious lack of inter-communication between the
bodies concerned.
Now however, under the aegis of Eolas, a new all-
embracing association has been formed to promote
efficient and cost-effective maintenance, energy and
environmentally protective technology activities in
Irish Industry.
- Advice on the latest international
developments through
membership of the European
Federation of Energy
Management and the European
Federation of National
Maintenance Societies.
• Minister For Science & Technology, Mr
Michael Smith, ID
- Participation in surveys to
identify "best practice";
-Active involvement in the
development of initiatives to
improve the application of
technology;
- Information on the latest EC and
Irish Standards and legislation
affecting maintenance, energy,
pollution control and industrial
safety;
- Copies of technical papers on
request;
- Preferential rates at Eolas
workshops, seminars and
conferences on maintenance,
energy and environment topi
- Establishing contacts between
technical personnel;
- Keeping companies up to date on
the latest international
developments.
MEETA hopes to achieve its
objectives by :-
- Encouraging the exchange of
information;
Main benefits for members inc1ude:-
- Unrestricted attendance at any of
the regional technical meetings;
particular emphasis on
local industry.
- Promoting the application of
modern technologies through
local technical meetings, courses,
conferences and factory visits;
Regarded as essential in this aim is
the role of four regional committees
covering the Eastern, Mid-Western,
North-Western and Southern parts
of the country.
The work of each of the Regional
Committees will be augmented by
and implemented by a secretariat
provided by Eolas.
Each Committee is charied by an
industry representative and consists
of 12 decision-makers and experts.
They are charged with providing
concrete proposals based on a
technical programme developed to
satisfy the needs of their own
particular region.
• Ken O'Reilly. National Administrator;
MEETA
Principal areas it intends addressing
are environment protection,
maintenance, quality and brand
image.
The main objective of MEETA is to
facilitate the transfer of know-how
about maintenance, energy and
environment technology, with
Called the Maintenance Energy and
Environment Technology
Association - MEETA - the new
body has received the official
sanction of the Minister For Science
& Technology, Michael Smith, TD,
who has strongly recommend all
with an interest in the business to
give it their full support.
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BUILDING SERVICES
BUYER GUIDE
1991 Edition
MAKE SURE OF YOUR OWN PERSONAL COpy
Irish Building Services News (BSNews) is in the final stages of the production of the
Irish Building Services Buyer Guide - the industry's "who represents whom"
which is the definitve directory of the building services sector in Ireland. It retains
the new format introduced with the current edition and, as such, its "easy-find" style
of presentation.
It is the most comprehensive directory compiled on the industry, including as it does
data on both the mechanical and electrical aspects of the building services sector.
Building Services Buyer Guide has taken over three months to compile and
covers all manufacturers, agents and distributors operating within the field in Ireland.
It is recognised as the established reference manual for the building services industry
and is widely used on a daily basis by specifying mechanical and electrical
consultants, architects, energy managers, maintenance managers, building services
engineers, builders .merchants, major mechanical and electrical contractors, house
builders and domestic contractors.
Those on the mailing list of BSNews will automatically receive a free copy of
Building Services Buyer Guide - 1991 Edition, when it is published in
October.
However, those not subscribing to the journal - and those seeking additional copies
_ can obtain same by sending a cheque for £ 10 (per copy to include post and
packaging), made payable to:
Pressline Ltd at Walnut Lodge,
Carysfort Avenue,
Blackrock, Co Dublin.
Tel: 01-831596/833179; Fax: 01-832980.
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NEW PRODUCTS/LITERATURE l
WONDERFIRE FROM
HEATING DISTRIBUTORS
IKITCHEN FRIENDLY1
BOILERS
SATCHWELL
COMPENSATOR
Details from
Hasket Energy Systems
Ltd. North Hylton Road.
Sunderland. Tyne & Wear.
SR5 3JD. Tel: 03 091 549
1212,
The most effective pumps in
the range are the CFC75 and
CFC200 which are double
acting with CFC liquid at
each end of the forward and
return strokes. These
pumps can also be changed
to 2-stage operation for full
vapout recovery by opening
one valve.
connects to a 13 amp single-
phase domestic supply.
The units are supplied
complete with all necessary
controls, connections, hoses,
valves and fittings ready for
connection to receiver.
• At the turn oJa screw, the
KFB's trim panel slides up
and down to extend the boiler
height between 700 mm and
728 mm.
Details from:
C&FLtd.
Chapelizod Industrial
Estate. Chapelizod.
Dublin 20.
Tel: 01 - 264917;
Fax: 01 - 263251.
a hole through perhaps
half a dozen cupboards
to reach the outside wall.
Using the KFB's optional
top turret, he can now
run the flue pipe along
the top of the cabinets,
either hiding it behind a
pelmet or painting it to
blend in with the decor
of the kitchen cabinets.
CFC CHARGING &
RECOVERY
The new domestic
central heating boiler
range is refers to is
based on the established
wall-hung, cast-iron
fanned-flue boiler but
with a series of new
design details made
possible by advances in
technology.
As a fanned-flue boiler it
can be installed almost
anywhere. Should the
boiler need to be sited in
the middle of a run of
cupboards, the installer
no longer needs to knock
The new 'kitchen friendly
boiler' (KFB ) brochure
is intended for use as
point of sale and display
material, in addition to
being a selling aid for
heating contractors and
installers.
A new glossy, full-colour
brochure on the
Spacesaver 'kitchen-
friendly' boiler by Glow-
worm is now available
from C&F Ltd.
With the refrigeration
industry facing mounting
pressure to tighten up
handling and disposal
procedures in relation to CFC
gases, Haskel Energy
Systems have introduced a
range of pumps for charging
and recovering refrigerants.
iL::..__------Tl Suitable for R12, R22, R502
and R500 CEFs, the models
range from the small CFC33
pump with with a capacity of
200 "Kg/hr to the large
CFC200D with its 450 Kg/hr
capacity which is designed to
cater for industrial
refrigeration plants.
All pumps operate from a
compressed air supply as low
as1OOpsi/ 10cfm and can be
supplied with an integral
compressor if required which
Details from:
Satchwell Control
Systems Ltd.
20 Store Street.
Dublin 1.
Tel: 01 - 366400;
Fax: 01 - 746438.
• Satchwell Control Systems'
CMC3803
3-day outside
temeprature moving
average; built-in pump
over-run; and fIve year
battery back-up of
settings.
Details from:
Heating Distributors Ltd.
145-147 Richmond Road.
Dublin 3.
Tel: 01 - 375144/5;
Fax: 01 - 3709531.
Also new from Heating
Distributors is the Airflame
convector/heat exchanger
which was developed to
comply with the SIT4 draft
British Standard. The
same model fIts 16" and
18" openings.
additional room
ventilation.
All models in the range are
supplied with a brass
frame as a replication of a
standard 16" fIreplace
opening.
Other features of the CMC
3803 include two
optimum on and off
periods per day; holidasy
programming up to a year
ahead; self-diagnostics
programme; inside and
outside limit control;
selectable UK or
European frost logic;
SatchweU's CMC
compensator/optuIUser
has been updated and is
now called the CMC 3803.
Essentially a mid-range
energy-saving controller
for central herating
systems, the new model
has optimum on and off
with both compensation
and optuIUsation control
being self-learning
independently. The 3-
Uevel chjangeable
security code prevents
tampering.
It can be simply upgraded
by an accessory kit to
allow communication via
a serial link to a computer
so that several can be
centrally monitored via
the Satchsoft networking
software.
Airflame Reflect is a range
of DFG fIreplace products
incorporating a choice of
burners of less than 7kW
gas input. All models
incorporate ceramic
fIrebacks contained within
a fabricated steel assembly
and are designed to reduce
flue-flow to levels which
enable the appliances to be
installed without
FoUowing last year's
introduction of the
Airflame Electronic,
Heating Distributors
have told BSNews that a
new range - comprising
18" tapered and easily-
installed basket models -
has just commenced
production and will be
available shortly.
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NEW PRODUCTS/LITERATURE
COOLAIR AUTOSLOT PROBLEM SOLVER
• The Autoslot SystemJrom Senior Co~nwill be unveiled at the
forthcoming London H&V Show
HANDY WELDER
Details from SIP
(Holdings) Ltd. Gelders
Hall Road. Shepshed.
Loughborough.
Leicestershire. LE12 9NH.
Tel: 030509503141.
• Problem SolverJrom John
Dewhurst
Two new features are an
automatic wire speed
control and an electronic
sensor which adjusts
welding amperage to ensure
quality welds.
Details from
John Dewhurst Ltd.
Unit B. Drury Lane.
Chadderton. Oldham.
OL98EU.
On subsequent orders.
there is an in-built
flexibility to allow a mix-'n-
match from any items in
the 3.000 product line
from the John Dewhurst
trade catalogue.
It is available for own-
branding and is supplied
free of charge with the
initial order. The starter
pack comprises everyday
items such as washers.
hooks. chains and plugs.
The Problem Solver from
John Dewhurst is a self-
merchandising unit
offering a selection of 36 of
the most requested
plumbers' ancillary items.
skin-packed and mounted
on a point-of-sale display
rack.
This new compact, gasless
mig unit is intended for
use on thin, mild steel and
is supplied as a complete
kit including professional
torch and full reel of wire.
Through new production
techniques and improved
design. SIP (Holdings) Ltd
has developed a new
Handymate No-Gas Mig
welder.
tried and tested.
Other new products being
unveiled shortly by the
company include a high-
capacity light troffer
diffuser designed to cater
for constant and variable
volume systems and a
range of high-induction
plenum diffusers which are
both supply and supply and
extract combined with the
capability of partial vertical
discharge.
Details from:
Coolair Ltd.
26 Cookstown Industrial
Estate. Tallaght.
Dublin 24.
Tel: 01 - 511244:
Fax: 01 - 511565.
A new concept of modular-
controlled diffusers -
called the Autoslot System
- has been introduced by
Senior Colman Ltd. It will
be shown for the fIrst time
at the forthcoming London
H&V Show at Earl's Court.
Autoslot is a continuous
high-capacity linear
diffuser with Autoslot clip-
on terminal units which
can be fItted anywhere to
suit the design
requirements of a system.
e design is based on a
-pattern. high-capacity
ar slot diffuser with its
own self-supporting
hanging method which is
DIGITAL ROOM THERMOSTAT
The BST 100 is an LeD
room thermostat which
gives a continuous display
of ambient temperature in
clear resolution. calibrated
in 0 - 1 C movements.
By depressing the "set" and
"adjust" buttons. you can
select your required set-
point from a range of -19
C to +69 C.
The BST 100 is battery-
operated (2 x 1.5V
batteries) and is acurate
and highly-sensitive
(accuracy plus or minus 0-
1 C) and consequently will
contribute to energy
savings. It can also be
used as a frost stat or a
H&V controller.
Installation is simply by
way of a phase supply and
phase return connection
Uust as in any electrical
switch). The relay with the
AC supply can operate with
up to 10amps resistive and
2amps inductive. and will
switch any voltage from 6-
240 volts AC.
Details from
Oil & Gas Services Ltd.
13 Gilford Road.
Sandymount. Dublin 4.
Tel: 01 - 694288 (7 lines) • The new BST 100 digiital room thermostatJrom oil and gas services
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• ••
All those who regularly receive
BSNews will automatically receive
one free copy of the Buyer Guide,
as of course will all the advertisers.
Those not on the mailing list - or
those who require additional copies
of the Guide - CarJ order same by
sending a £10 cheque per copy
(inclusive of VAT arJd post &
packaging) made payable to
Pressline Ltd, Walnut Lodge,
Carysfort Avenue, Blackrock, Co
Dublin.
My apologies to Dan Chambers.
Last month the gremlins were at
work arJd we inadvertently gave the
wrong telephone number in the
New Products section.
The correct number for DarJ
Chambers Ltd is 01 - 303222.
•••
BUYER GUIDE - 1991 EDITION
The Irish Building Services Buyer
Guide - 1991 Edition, is now in
the course of production, the
intention being to distribute
printed copies by the second week
in October.
Charlie has installed three ffitachi
inverters in the building. These
were supplied by Peter Somers'
Isobar Cooling in Dublin arJd were
specifically chosen because of their
ability to operate on single-phase
supply.
From his own personal viewpoint
business has been excellent of late,
projects such as the Northern
Telecom building in Galway
providing excellent opportunities.
arJd indeed prospects for the
future.
•••
•••
Yes, the West is definately awake.
According to all reports business in
the West is booming arJd long may
it continue.
Talking to Charlie Porter recently,
he painted a very encouraging
picture of current trading levels -
But, for some that was not enough.
So, here goes -- Happy birthday
to you, happy birthday to you,
happy birthday dear Liam, happy
birthday to you.
PS: Sorry for the lack of musical
accomparJiment.
PPS: Gerry Baker says... "arJd so
say all of us"
Caling Liam Stenson.. .calling Liam
Stenson! I have been taken to task
recently for the poor manner in
which I marked your 50th
birthday. I thought I did all right,
what with the photograph of you
receiving the birthday cake at
NewlarJds arJd the mention in the
caption.
Simply going from Gerry to Gerard
is unlikely to work Gerry...or
Gerard.
C~NSOLIDATED.PUMP GOES SPORT - Roy Tolan of Consolidated Pumps is
pictured above WIth members ofTerenure College's Senior Cup Team. He has
generously sponsored the team's kit. kit bags and balls for the current season. Roy
has been in the pump business for nearly 20 years (see Face to Face in this
issue). pnmarilly dealing in the requirements of heavy industry and the process
and chemical sector. However, he has recently entered the commercial/industrial
and domestic arenas by way of his appointment as sole distributor for the
extensive Interdab range.
BriarJ KeenarJ affair the Minister
made it clear to all arJd sundry -
arJd the media in particular - that
he wished to be known as Gerard,
not Gerry.
And, 10 arJd behold!. Just recently
I've heard t'lrough the grapevine of
one Gerry Phelan being referred
to as Gerard, though not at his
own instigation I understarJd.
The question is...does our Gerry -
or is it Gerard - have political
aspirations?
•••
When does Gerard become
Gerry?... In all honesty I'm not so
sure but it looks as if at least one
Gerry within the industry has
followed the lead of Gerry (oops
sorry) Gerard Collins, our
esteemed Minister For Foreign
Affairs.
Whatevwer course of action is
embarked on, there is no doubt but
that, with John Lynch at the
helm, the dramatic improvement
in the affairs of BGE will continue.
However, whether BGE will sell the
site once permission has been
received - or whether it will
actually develop it itself remains to
be seen. If the latter course is
chosen BGE will have to engage in
a joint venture - or joint
ventures - with developers as the
indications to date are that BGE's
brief does not allow for property
development on its own.
Apparently, all throughout the
But, not satisfied with that, BGE
now has plarJs to enter the
property development sector.
According the recent newspaper
reports BGE has applied for
planning permission to develop a
2-acre site it owns in Dublin's
GrarJd CarJal Docks area.
The plarJ at this stage includes a
proposal for 1,400 residential
units, 400,000 sq ft of offices
leisure facilities arJd a hotel.
Architects Murray O'Laoire have
described the project as "the
remaking of a whole quarter of the
city".
The whole profile of gas has been
dramatically improved in the mind
of the consumer by way of popular
campaigns such as the World Cup
involvement arJd other , more
subtle, campaigns such as that
currently running on Dublin's
98FM radio station which is linked
to the Cash Call.
Yet look at it now. There is no
doubt but that things are on the up
arJd up for what is now simply part
of Bord Gais Eireann. The market
share for gas central heating has
risen substarJtially over the last
decade (see Cover story) while
BGE's latest advertising campaign
has succeeded in consolidating
that position further.
My oh my... how times charJge! It
does not seem so long ago when
the then Dublin Gas was in the
doldrums with problems aIising to
plague the comparJY from virtually
all quarters.
oa
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PUMPS
CIRCULATORS
..
For illustrotedliterature
and technical
information please
post coupon now!
Address, _
I ----- Post Code, _
Tel. No. _
~-----------
Please send comprehensive technical literature onI the INTERDAB PUMP range.
Name _
For the widest range of
models there's nothing to
beat the quality and
competitive prices of the
best in the business ...
INTERDAB of course!
Off-the-shelf delivery and
an after-sales-service
second-ta-none, all
add up to a 'package'
that's unequalled.
KNOCKMEENAGH ROAD
NEWLANDS CROSS
CLONDALKIN
DUBLIN 22
lel: 593471 Fax: 591093
Exclusive agent for the Republic of Ireland.
SINGLE &THREE PHASE WITH SINGLE &MULTI-SPEED
ROTATION & INVERTER CONTROLS
PRESSURISATION
SYSTEMS
FOR HOT & COLD LIQUIDS
... it all adds up to the best in this business
TB IDABI P
Consolidated Pumps
Limited
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Founded in 1945 in Denmark, Grundfos today has produc-
tion, sales and service facilities worldwide. The company
manufactures a wide mnge ofpumps for heating systems,
industrial applications, irrigation plants, and urban and
ruml water supply.
materials, improved designs
and better production
techniques.
And for good reason...
Because we're counting on
our high standards ofquality
to keep us in circulation for a
long time to come.
In fact, we make over three mil-
lion circulators a year - for factories
and schools, hospitals and apart-
ment buildings. Which makes us
the world leader.
Grundfos circulators are quiet,
easy to install and maintain. Above
all, our pumps are supremely reli-
able. They're designed and manufac-
tured using the latest CAD/CAM
technology to tolerances that set the
standard for the industry. And backed by hundreds
of training and service experts.
We have an entire research division-soon to GRUNDFOS I..,{'I
include a new 100 million Danish kroner research ~
and development center - devoted to finding new You can't name a better pump
Grundfos (Ireland) Ltd., Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Pork, Blackrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland. Tel: (011 954926. Telex: 90544. Fox: (011954739.
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